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Premier Check Printing: 

I am writing to congratulate you on truly living up to your corporate name, providing a premier system to print checks. As you 

know, we first started printing checks for our customers in 2003. At that time we looked at two companies offering this 

product: ACOM Solutions and Professional Check Systems (PCS). After considering the various differences, we purchased the 

MICRPro system from PCS. During the first year or so. we enjoyed a wonderful system, with great service: then we started 

having problems. We experienced many software related issues. MICR inconsistencies, and then PCS (via their parent 

company. Intrieve Corp.) was purchased by John Harland Financial, and then the service level declined. 

We re-evaluated the value of printing our own checks and decided that the advantages, both as a security issue and as a 

competitive advantage, out-weighed any "hassle-factor" of printing our own checks. We began searching for a replacement 

company in mid 2005. At that time the only viable option was ACOM Solutions and we just did not feel good about their 

reported service level, so we kept working with PCS until October. 2006 when we were introduced to Premier Check Printing. 

In early December. 2006. we purchased Premier Check's CheckMaestro system. There was no real conversion, we just started 

placing orders on the web-based order entry system and began printing checks. We have found that we can print and bind a 

higher quality check, at a lower price, and the service has been great. We now can order just the limited amount of check stock 

we can store and need, and receive it within 2 days, compared to the twice monthly order dates with PCS. The selection of 

check stock and check styles is equally as good. We also can print and bind checks three times faster than with the MICRPro 

system from PCS. Premier provided us with templates for computer checks that allow us to provide checks for literally any 

business computer check program and many styles and sizes of business checks that are so popular with small businesses. 

We recently began offering Health Savings Accounts to our customers and needed a way to print small quantities of 

personal-size checks. The people at Premier were able to make adjustments to their system to allow us to print just 25 duplicate 

or 50 single check pads with a specialized deposit ticket. This allowed us to provide an inexpensive product and deliver the 

checks quickly. 

In summary, we have been extremely pleased with the quality, reliability, and flexibility of the Premier Check System. We are 

happy to recommend you to any financial institution that truly wants to differentiate themselves from the competition by 

providing a secure, safe, and speedy check product. 
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